
D-.ar Yvan eecoetor, 	 11/1/88 
Yes, I do remembe you. end I do know about that book. First please excuse the typing tall the brevity. Just returned from eye surgery and use of better eye limited 

and tSonding to confuse after not using it for several days. 
I :t is difficult to give an adoquatc cord pietui' of Dave Li ton. Ile is quite 

bright and totally unscrupulous. In reading the book you should see that he takes 
personal credit for discovering sex and inventing the eheel - he did all that others had long since done in this field. Gives you in idea of kind of person he es. You 
can evaluate because you are familiar with the published literature. 

I think that publishing those pictures is an outrageous explaitttioe that is 
without any other meanene it signitloance. They can appeal to the ghouls who eeend 
money on their fetish but tee/ cant  t 'gyp sal to the mind or ern ovide any new under-
standing. As he and the publisher well knew. 

As for the original erintiag of the book, all ha has other than what wan 
published such °artier and for which, as I cay about, he c:leine credit, is h:s sick and totaly untenable theory. I've no tine to go iftto it in detail now but believe se, at every critical point, beginning in Delius, Lifton has just nade it up and that in defiance of what is known beyond any reasonable queation. 

What he says hap ened at Andrews field did not and could not have hapeened. His 
stories about the second helicopte.- and the second ambulance are straight bull, and it wee physiically impossible for an ambulance or anything else to use the back gate 
of the navy hospital beginning an men as it was known th.t the corpse would be there. It was locked and t a guards were removed so no bigshot cad talk any guard into 
inloeiden; those largo and tall gates. 

Ot id sy understanding that he got the photos from the Navy man named Pox. I understand that the book falls short of stating this but that it is how. Fox is now dead. I did go into hie eart in the processing in post Lortem. 
However, i do not know this to be the fact. It ie what I've bell tole. 

Best wishes, 

(el 

Harold Weisberg 
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